
Smash Fortress Europe !

Bündnis für offene Grenzen (Alliance for open borders) calls for a
demonstration for the immediate reception of refugees from the
Polish-Belarusian border!
Thursday,09.Dec.2021 , 14:30 h Gänseliesel Göttingen
Europe is surrounded by camps of horror. In Libya people are tortured,
in the Balkan States they struggle against the cold, on the Greek
islands they are locked up in detention camps, in the Mediterranean
people are drowning while sea rescue is being blocked. in Afghanistan
;while Taliban regime commits massacres of people, EU protects its
borders from endangered people instead of rescuing them.
Further inhumane situations are currently occurring at the border
between Poland and Belarus. For weeks, thousands of people seeking
protection, including women and children, have been stuck there. They
are trapped between 15,000 armed Polish soldiers and Belarussian border
guards. They are waiting at the border in minus- degrees- temperatures
without  any medical care and support. Polish border guards  prevent the
people from fleeing into the EU. Human rights are suspended and trampled
on. There are reports of numerous illegal pushbacks, shots fired over
the heads of the refugees, numerous injured persons, several deaths and
catastrophic medical care.
 While more than 250 cities and municipalities in Germany have declared
themselves "safe havens" to receive refugees, the EU's external border s
are being militarised and sealed off.
At the same time, the German interior minister with police unions, is
paving the way for German fascists to mobilize to the Polish border and
chasing refugees as supposed border guards.
Europe and Germany, respectively, will create images through their
racist mood-mongering in which the people seeking protection at the EU's
external borders are stylised as the enemy and portrayed as violent.
There is  adiscourse of a "hybrid war" and a threat scenario is built
up.
We resolutely oppose this racist propaganda. Causes of flight are the
result of years of imperialist interventions, wars, looting in Syria,
Iraq, Yemen, Afghanistan and everywhere else - and not the other way
round.

But even if those seeking protection manage to arrive in Germany after a
dangerous journey, a system of disenfranchisement and harassment awaits
them, as well as an increasingly effective deportation regime. They are
isolated and dehumanised in camps.
That is why we are taking our anger and protest in the streets on
Thursday 9 December 21 at 14:30 and demonstrating:
- For the immediate reception of the people from the Polish-Belarusian
border in Germany!
- Open the EU external borders!
- Against push-backs and Frontex!
- Against camps and for decentralised accommodation!
- For unconditional freedom of movement and a right to stay & equal
rights for all!


